Following Journal of ADIBASI :published by Tribal Research Institute: Bhubaneswar, Govt.of Orissa:


Vol.XXVIII: No:1, March: 1988: ( Tribes of Koraput District[ their pre-agricultural economic life]. By N.Patnaik, Role of Tribal Women in Home Making, study of selected dermatoglyphic characters of two tribal populations of same neighbourhood, by S.K>Ghosh Maulik. ) foolscape size. pp 34,vi.tables. Rs.200/-


Vol.XXIX: No: 2: June,1989:[ tribal development programmes in phulbani,orissa, : A review, by S.N.Tripathy,study of women development in a changes economy with special references to tribal women in Rajasthan, by Illa Chakravarty, attitude of tribal farmers towards credit, etc.] foolscape size. pp 28, Rs.200/-

Vol-XXX: No:1: March:1990:[variation of growth rare of oriya urban children from the children of different part of India.by Usha Dekha, Distribution of the ABO blood groups among the Mahato of Mayurbhanj district, by R.Mohanty, Relational structure of Sabara Women : A multiplex network analysis, by R.P.Sharma, etc. ] foolscape size.pp 26,tables, etc.Rs.200/-


Vol-XXXI No:1, March: 1991:[ Anthropology & development of Museum in India, by B.K.Behra, Untouchability : persistence and change –the case of the Bhois in a fringe


2. Speeches on Indian Affairs by John Morley: with an Appreciation and a Portrait. An Enlarged Edition. Published by G.A.Natesan & Co> Madras, n/d. rebound. With some chapters details;/ Indian budget speech for,1906,1907, the partition of Bengal, Indian excise administration, hindu mahomedan problems, the condition of India, etc. Pp 288,32, xxxiii. Some pages sl.pin-holes. Rs.450/-


5. The Sino-Soviet Dispute: Documented and Analysed by G.F. Hudson, Richard Lowenthal and Roderick MacFarquhar, [document and analyse the dispute between Moscow and peking over global politics that come into the open at the beginning of 1960 and was dramatically concluded,temporarily at any rate,at the Moscow conference 81 communist parties last November . published by the China Quaterly, 1961. printed in great Britain, London, pp 227, viii. Rs.650/-


Vol-2: Number: 2: 1978: (Contents: Interpreting the Ponza Zodiac: II: Roger Beck, The Date & significance of CIMRM 593 (British Museum, Townley Collection: R.L. Gordon, CHRONIQUE: Archaeological Reports: France Chronique Gallo- Romaine (Robert Turcan), Germany Permittente Primulo Patre (Peter Herz), Yugoslavia A Mithraic Relief from Banjevac (Ljubica Zotovic), Turkey Kapikaya bei Pergamon-ein Heiligtum der Kybele und des Mithras? (Wolfgang Radt), von pergamon (Wolfgang Radt), Miscellaneous some new photographs of well known Mithraic monuments (J.R. Hinnells & R.L. Gordon. with reviews…..) pp 86 to 242, with 17 plates, text figures, etc. Rs. 450/-


Following Bulletin Published by Cultural Research Institute: Scheduled Castes & Tribes welfare Dept. Govt. of West Bengal: Calcutta: Bulletin of the Cultural Research Institute:

11. Special Series No: 16: Indebtedness among the Tribals of West Bengal. By Sunil Kr. Basu. [based on filed investigations in some selected tribal localities of five districts of west Bengal. Burdwan, 24-parganas, Coochbehar, Tea Estate, all Tribal Area] Calcutta, 1974. tables, for socio-background, education, occupations, land holdings, modes of repayment, etc., Rs. 250/-  


Following books published by Academy of Tribal Dialect & culture: Harijan & Tribal Welfare Dept: Govt. of Orissa: Bhubaneswar:  


30. **BANAJA**: is the mouthpiece of the academy of Tribal Dialect & Culture: it took birth in the Shape of a souvenir Released on the occasion of Annual Exhibition in the year 1989. Considering its importance in the field of applied social research for promotion and transformation of tribals of this state and their cultures. There is a Proposal to bring it out Periodically as a Research Journal: Following Journal:

(A) **BANAJA** (year: 1995) Chief Editor: Sri M.K.Purohit, Editor: Dr. A.C. Sahoo: Some Chapters: Problems of Tribal Education With Special Reference to Orissa, by N.K.Behura, Treatment of diseases & Sanitation among the Pauri Bhuiyan of Bonai, by L.K.Mohapatra, The Language Factor in Integration with the Tribals, by K.Mahapatra, OLCHIKI a Santal Society, By D. Marandi, Glimpses of Munda Culture of Bhutapara, by S.G. Rabbani, with 15 chapters by various Authors. Foolscap size.pp 100,vi,with illustrations, Rs.400/-


(C) **BANAJA**: 1997: Editor: Prof; Khageswar Mahapatra: The Cultural Context of Tribal Education, Educating India!s Tribal Childern: Pedagogy for the Under Privileged, by Dr. S.Mohapatra, Tribal- non-Tribal Interaction- A Study of Karma Festivals in Sambalpur, etc. by Dr. C.S. Pasyat, ILO Convention: Indigenous & Tribal People an Analysis. By Prof> N.K.Behura with text figures. Rs.400/-


(e) **BANAJA**: Adivasi Exhibition: 1999. Souvenir: Editor: Prof. Khageswar Mahapatra, [traditional land tenure & the Kandha of Orissa -a case study from Koraput, by N.K.Behura, Mask culture in tribal orissa, by Dr.A.C.Sahoo,tribal literature of orissa, with other chapters. Foolscap size. Rs.450/-


(h) **BBANAJA**: 2002: Ed. Dr. Manmath Kundu [the relevance of folklore in development programe, by K.Mohapatra, tribal language training programme, by ATDC:
Saunti Tribe & its contribution to the socio-economy of North Orissa, the localized versions of universal folklore: Re-examined in the tribal non-tribal context of orissa, etc. with other oriya chapters. Pp 105, vii. Rs. 375/-

(i) BANAJA : 2003; Editor: P.K. Nayak> [social, cultural and linguistic variations in tribal orissa, by P.K. Nayak Meria festival of the dongria kondha; the worship of earth goddess, festivals of the bhuinyas of orissa, annual festival of the bondo highlanders, by A.C. Sahoo, myth – the prime determinant of tribal faith and rituals, by U.C. Mishra, with other oriya and English chapters, royal size. pp 116, viii, tables, colour photographs, festival calendar, Rs. 400/-


(k) BANAJA 2005: editor: Dr. Ananta Charan Sahoo; [dance & music the Saora Case, Dance forms of the Bhuiyas of Orissa, tribal dance of orissa, aspects of tribal dance; tradition: A different look, dance & Music : the Spiritual Sights & Sounds of Tribal Orissa, with bibliography of TRIBAL DANCE & MUSIC. By Mohit Kr. Samantaray. Pp 125, viii, with many colour photographs. Rs. 400/-


34. The Juang: Edited by Dr. N. Patnaik. ( juang is one of the few Tribes of Orissa That has been very little affected Civilization.) Bhubaneswar, 1989, with plates text figures, etc. Rs. 450/

35. Sapua Kela: by N. Patnaik, B. Choudhury, [the Study of the Snake Charmers: Their Skill in the Risky Job of Snake Caching & Snake Charming & for certain peculiar Custom like]… Bhubaneswar, 1989, pp 132, tables, maps, plates, etc. Rs. 3450/


38. The Koya: by Dr. P.K. Mohapatra: Bhubaneswar, 1992-93. Rs. 400/-


44. Tribes of Orissa: by G.N. Satpathy, N.K. Behura, B.B. Mohanty, K. Mahapatra. Containing Ethnographic Accounts of different Tribals Communities of Orissa was brought out by the Sch. & Scheduled Research & Training Institute in 1990. With origin & nomenclature, its population & distribution in Orissa, language, Social structure & organization, culture, religion & Rituals, traditional Political System & Diacritical Institutional features. Cover of all the Districts of Orissa. First Published in 1900, Bhubaneswar, 2nd ed. Revised edition. Foolspace Size. Size 12/9 inches. Pp 298, viii, tables, bibliography, with 45 tribes descriptions by various authors. Rs. 900/-

45. Tribal Education in Orissa; in the context of education for all by 200 A.D. A Status Papers: With Suggestions, tables, maps, charts, etc. Bhubaneswar, 1994. Royal Size. pp 296, xvi, with maps, tables, charts, Rs. 700/-


46. Published by Utkal University: Cuttack, 1962: The Evolution of Oriya Language & Script: by Kunjabihari Tripathi. (With Historical bearing the inscriptions Ganga Period & surya Vamsi & other periods, sound system, text & translation, etc. Cuttack, 1962. Royal size. pp 394, xxii with tables, maps, inscriptions plates. 16 plates. Rs. 1500/-
List of Arunachal Pradesh; Language, itanagar, 25.12.2006


13. Miji language guide: by I.M. Simon, Shillong, n/d, rebound. pp 70, xii. Rs. 170/-


23. Bori phrase book by A. Megu, 1988, rebound. pp 64, viii. Rs. 140/-


47. Structure of Assamese: by Prof: Golokchandra Goswami: [this volume contents: Phonology, morphology And Introduction to Syntax. This is not only far-reaching phonological innovation in Assamese; the details needed for further study are presented there to interested scholars. Guwahati, 1st ed. 1982. royal size. pp 348, xxvii, word index. Rs. 900/-

49. Ballads and Tales of Assam: A Study of the Folklore of Assam; by Prafulladatta Goswami, Guwahati, 1st ed. 1960, This Ed. 2nd ed. 1970, pp 272, vii. Rs. 850/-

50. A Study of the Folk Culture of the Goalpara Region of Assam: by Dr. Birendranath Datta. (With historical background, the rural scene, religion & magic, social customs & rites relating to marriage, oral literature, cult songs, marriage songs, Folk Drama, Folk Dance, & folk Music, arts & crafts, Dialects of Goalpara, etc.) Guwahati, first ed. 1995. royal size. pp 308, xii, with maps, plates, dress masks, etc. Rs. 950/-


53. A Study of Culture Change in Two Garo Villages of Meghalaya: by Dhirendra Narayan Majumdar. (Garo Land & People, Geographical Environment, Life of Garo From Birth to Death, Village Administration, With Village Survey, etc.) Guwahati, 1st ed., 1980. Royal Size. pp 204, xvi, with 30 plates, diagrams, village plans, maps, index. Etc. Rs. 4650/-

54. Folksongs of the Missings: Collected & Compiled by Late Trun Chandra Pamegam, Editor: Birendranath Datta & Tabu Ram Taid. [with brief note on the Mising Language, songs & chants associated with rituals, ceremonial & merry Making Dances, Missing & their Folklore etc.] Published Dept. of Folklore Research, Guwahati University, First ed. 1992, Royal Size. pp 192, xviii, with colour plates. Rs. 650/-

56. Grammar & Dictionary of the LAKHER or MARA LANGUAGE: by the Late Reginald Arthur Lorrain. (the lakher or mara are a a Hill Tribe of Malayan Stock. They Probably number about 20,000. They Live in one Part is Assam in the South Lushai Hills, Another Part in the Chin Hills of BURMA, And Third Part in Arakan Hill Tracts. Printed at the Assam Govt. Press Shillong, 1st ed. 1951, Royal Size. pp 372, xvi. Rs. 900/-


58. Descriptive Catalogue of Assamese Manuscripts: by Hemchandra Goswami: (this Manuscripts: collected from Various Parts of ASSAM, PUNTHI: Some Villages etc) Published by the University of Calcutta, on Behalf of the Government of Assam, Guwahati, 1930. Royal Size. pp 274, xxxvi. Rs. 1200/-